**Blogging Instructions**

1. Type in the address of the blog in the address bar.
   Write down the address of your class blog here:_______________________________________

2. The design of each blog will be different. Below are samples of a blog page. The location of
   the student identifiers (it may be your first name, a number, or your initials) is in the second
   column. The location of your ID (it may be your first name, a number, or your initials) might
   be different on your blog.

   ![Blog Page Sample](image)

   Type your blog address here

   Students’ IDs will appear here

   Find your page to blog!

3. After you click on your identifier, you will see this page.

   **DO NOT FILL IN YOUR FULL NAME**
   **DO NOT FILL IN YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS**
   **DO NOT FILL IN THE WEBSITE**

   Just use your identifier, unscramble the mystery word, and post your analysis.

   To post your analysis, just cut and paste from your original Word document. **Please note:** photos,
   maps, or anything other than text will not post.

*continued*
Blogging Instructions (continued)

Type in your ID only. This will identify who has made the comment

DO NOT fill in your full name
DO NOT fill in your e-mail address

Unscramble the mystery word!

Cut and paste your Word document here

REFRESH button: click this to update your screen (especially after posting)

Your post will appear here

Watch these two areas for new posts